Air (45 - 60 mins) Pre K to 5th grade
$200.00
Take a dive in surface tension, convection currents, air condensing, air
pressure and a few other scientific concepts as you take this scientific
experience. A lucky volunteer will ride on a leaf blower powered hovercraft.
This experience will yield ideas you can take home and try for yourself.
Boom! (45 - 60 mins) 4th to 8th grade
$300.00
Be ready to participate in this nonstop display of boom! Learn the science
behind combustion and gas expansion. None of these experience can not
be tried at home.
Chemical (45 - 60 mins) 6th to 8th grade
$275.00
Experience cannons, rockets, toothpaste and other phenomena that deals
with chemical changes as you participate in this 45 minute to 60 minute
show.
Crayon Dinosaur! (30 - 45 mins) Pre-K to 3rd grade
$100.00
Learn about physical change and dinosaurs with this classroom
experience. Students will peel off crayon wrappers from crayons and learn
about melting and freezing points. They will also learn different facts about
four dinosaurs. This activity is 30 to 45 minutes long and work best with a
class of 30 students or less. Additional “Crayon Dinosaur!” events can be
done for $75.00 each if done on the same day of the first event or a
science show.
Explorers (30-45 mins) Pre-K to 8th grade
$150.00
This 30-45 minute show gives the audience a taste of scientific
experiences. Hold bubbles in your hands, experience condensation,
convection, ordinary objects turned into rockets, a silo explosion and a cart
powered by a fire extinguisher!
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Outdoor Lab (45 - 60 mins) Pre-K to 8th grade
$300.00
This 45 to 60 minute show is designed for the outdoors. Experience silo
explosions, flying trash cans, human made clouds, hold bubbles in your
hands and much more!
Physical (45-60 mins) 4th to 8th grade
$300.00
Discover density, explosions, shrinking balloons, water "magic", cloud
formation and other physical changes.
Science Birthday Party (45 - 60 min) All Ages
Starting at $150.00
Let us provide the entertainment to your next birthday party. Playing with
bubbles, making clouds, becoming a circuit are just a few things you are
able to do at your science themed birthday party. Allow us to introduce
you to the cool side of science. Choose this experience with liquid nitrogen
for $250.00 and get two more experiences to explore with.
Science Heroes (45 - 60 mins) Pre-K to 5th grade
$300.00
Science Heroes gives you a general survey of what Cobb Scientific has for
the younger crowd. Ride on a hovercraft, hold a bubble in your hands,
make clouds with water and liquid nitrogen, shatter rubber like glass and
see much more.
Science Lab Heroes (45 - 60 mins) 6th to 8th grade
$300.00
Science Lab Heroes gives you a general survey of what Cobb Scientific
has to offer. Learn about chemical reactions, hold bubbles in your hands,
make clouds with liquid nitrogen, experience a silo explosion and see much
more.
Additional shows on the same day are $100 each. We can do up to three shows a day.
If your location is outside of a 100 mile radius of our location a one way 0.50/mile fee
will apply.
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